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Heritage Bank Announces Move to New
Headquarters

Heritage Bank Announces Move to New Headquarters
 
Heritage Bank will be leaving our current headquarters at 1401 S. Virginia St. and moving to a much
larger, newly renovated building just a few short blocks away at 2330 S. Virginia St. by the end of the
year. The move to the new building that formerly housed U.S. and Colonial Banks, will give Heritage
24,000 square feet of room to grow and better serve our customers.
 
Heritage Bank was founded 17 years ago at its current location and has since added five branch
locations in Reno, Carson City, Spanish Springs and Carson Valley. The current location houses
approximately 40 employees who are located in every nook and cranny of the building. It has become
very challenging to try and create more office space out of almost nothing. 
 
Stan Wilmoth, President and CEO shares mixed feelings. “Our current location has been a great
building for us. We really tried to stay here and had plans to tear part of the building down and enlarge
it, but it just didn’t work.  It is with a bit of sorrow that we are leaving this building. Our plan has been
to stay as close to our current location as possible.”
 
The new headquarters building at 2330 S. Virginia St. is currently in the demolition phase in
preparation for a new interior and exterior. The new look of the building will reflect the bank’s rich
Heritage in Northern Nevada.
 
The move to the new headquarters building is tentatively scheduled for November of this year.
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Choosing the Right Time to Rebrand
Learn when it’s time to ditch that old image and when to stick to
the tried and true

Sales slumping? New markets on the horizon? Something big in development? Or maybe you’re just
ready for a change? It might be time to rebrand, but make sure you’re not rocking the boat when you
ought to hold a steady course.
 
“A rebrand signifies a direct call to the audience to tell them something has changed, and encourages
them to take another look,” says Melissa Davis, longtime branding and communications consultant
and author of The Fundamentals of Branding. “Rebrands can take the form of a new brand identity.
However, a change in the name or color palette is not a necessity, particularly if there is a strong
emotional connection and credibility associated with the existing identity.”
 
In other words, why ruin a good thing? If you are antsy and just think your company needs to look
“fresh,” take a careful look before you leap forward with a new logo, a new name or a new “feel” in
your store/website/advertising. Are customers still shopping in droves? Is repeat business good?
Does your brand still represent what you sell and how you operate as a company? Then keeping your
current brand is probably best at present.
 
Katrina Jorgensen, an art director
and advertising analyst, lists
several reasons for a rebrand. A
decades-old logo that no longer
matches your company’s or the
market’s style makes the top of her
list, followed by discrepancies in
the brand and the products or
services sold.
 
“If what you offer doesn’t match up
with perception, it can be time to
rebrand,” Jorgensen states. “When
[you’re a big enough company] that
your brand doesn’t mean anything
specific, it might be time for
sub-brands.”
 
Either way, it’s consumer
perception that counts—if shoppers
don’t associate your brand with your products and services, you’re in trouble. Rebranding would be
the right choice in this circumstance for most small businesses, while larger businesses might need to
create sub-brands to help differentiate and accentuate their different offerings, says Jorgensen.
 
This was precisely the thinking behind Microsoft’s spate of recent and upcoming rebrandings.
Windows 8, Microsoft and Office all have new logos, while Bing, Skype and Xbox—among other
Microsoft brands—will receive similar makeovers in the coming months.
 
People, reach and choice were the reasons for the rebranding, according to those behind the







decision. The new logos and rebranded services and products are meant to appeal to wider
demographics and to increase competitiveness by gaining recognition on par with others in
Microsoft’s various industries. In other words, the rebranding is about enhancing consumer perception
where that perception is lacking.
 
“Go talk to your customers,” says marketing executive James Archer. “Figure out what’s frustrating
them. Learn what gets them excited.” If your brand is already in touch with consumers on these
levels, a change might be premature. If rebranding is needed, he continues, “Create an emotional
experience that’s so sticky, so engaging, so compelling, that [consumers] don’t want to leave. Work
with your team to brainstorm ways to add layers of real emotion to your business.”
 
Branding is all about letting customers know you’re there, showing them what you do and letting them
experience how you do it. Rebranding can be essential to this process as internal and external
changes occur, but it isn’t an endeavor that should be undertaken lightly. Rebrand to stay in touch;
don’t lose touch by forcing change.
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Negotiating a Commercial Lease
Tips on how to get the best deal for your small business

So you’re a small-business owner, and the lease on your commercial property is almost up. Now you
are faced with the opportunity to negotiate a better deal that will benefit both you and your business.
 
There are a variety of options available when it comes to commercial property, which can be exciting
for a business owner, but the process of negotiating a commercial lease for that property can be
extremely complex and quite frightening for the inexperienced entrepreneur. Caron Beasley of the
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA.gov), offers some tips to keep in mind as you secure your
commercial property lease: 

Start with the term and the rent. It’s important to allow yourself some flexibility for the long
term while not overcommitting. Negotiating a one-to-two-year lease with the option to renew is
recommended, and you’ll also want to take into account the potential for rent increases over
the term.
List the additional expenses. Much like residential leases, there may be extra fees involved
that you’ll want to ask about up front, including maintenance fees, utilities and shared facilities.
Identify who’s responsible for repairs. Commercial leases, unlike residential leases, do not
automatically assign maintenance issues to the landlord, so you want to be sure you know who
is responsible should repairs or maintenance be needed.  

Additional details you’ll want to inquire about or note in your lease are any subletting or exclusivity
clauses and what the repercussions are if you default. This is important information to have before
signing your lease. 
 
According to Lahle Wolfe, an entrepreneur and the founder and CEO of Wolfe Marketing, there are
three questions a business owner should ask prior to agreeing to a commercial lease: 

What type of commercial
lease is being offered?
There are numerous types
of leases, from double and
triple net leases and net
leases to percentage
leases, so you will want to
know what type of lease
you’re signing yourself up
for.
Are the terms of the
commercial lease
negotiable?  All commercial
leases should allow some
room for flexibility. If the
landlord says no to any
negotiations, you likely won’t
want to pursue business
with that person, because
he or she may prove to be
unreasonable.







What insurance coverage does the lease require? In addition to insuring against your own
business needs, you may be required to buy insurance to protect your landlord as well. Find
out what the cost will be so that you can factor it into your monthly business expenses.  

Before you even begin looking at new commercial property leases, you should do your homework:
Establish what type of space you’re looking for, whether retail, office or industrial, and determine what
exactly your business needs are regarding size, utilities, parking, accessibility, etc.
 
If you’re uncomfortable doing it alone, seek the help of a professional who may be more experienced
and better able to get the lease that will work best for you and your company.
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Is Your Business Cash-Smart?
Ask yourself the following questions to find out

Managing a successful business requires balancing foresight with the ability to remain present in the
here and now. When you focus on the present moment, you are able to recognize and immediately
address the issues that threaten day-to-day operations. Planning for the future makes your business
resilient so that it can overcome potential challenges and unforeseen circumstances.
 
Cash is the bridge that spans the present and the future, and properly managing your cash flow
ensures that your business runs smoothly. Test your knowledge about cash flow by asking yourself
the following questions:
 
Are you underestimating the importance of cash flow?
 
While there are a variety of roles that every business owner must perform, it is always necessary to be
aware of your business’s cash flow. Creating the best product or providing amazing customer service
won’t matter if you don’t have sufficient cash to operate.
 
“How is it possible for a profitable business to be growing and failing at the same time? The
all-important answer to this conundrum lies in the company’s cash flow,” states Susan Schreter on
the Fox Business Small Business Center website.
 
She explains that companies with hot products and rapid sales growth deplete cash on inventory
purchases months before the products are shipped and paid for. Companies can find themselves in a
cycle in which they can’t replenish cash because they must buy inventory just when the prior month’s
payments arrive.
 
Do you know your expenses and costs?
 
In a web chat with the Small
Business Administration (SBA),
business consultant Julie Brander
emphasizes the importance of
planning your business’s cash flow.
 
“Cash flow is the single most
important aspect of your business
because it focuses on the actual
cash that goes in and out of your
company,” she says.
 
Brander suggests that thoroughly
examining both expenses and
costs is the key component of
achieving proper cash flow
management.
 
“Without knowing your costs and
expenses, you will not be able to







project your income needed to make a profit in your business,” she says.
 
Do you depend heavily on credit cards?
 
Business owners who find themselves in the inventory purchase and payment conundrum that was
outlined in the first question of this article may attempt to solve it by purchasing inventory with credit
cards. This may lead to further problems down the line.
 
“If you’re borrowing money [in the] short term for long-term needs, you’re going to put your business in
a cash flow bind. Many business owners fall into this trap by financing their companies through their
credit card,” says Pam Parker, a veteran of the financial industry, on the Business in Savannah
website. “A credit card’s high finance charges and interest rates might make the cost of borrowing
money much more expensive than you initially realize.”
 
How often do you bill?
 
“Most service-oriented businesses bill on a monthly basis or at the end of a project. Why not bill
customers every week or every two weeks in the form of progress payments? The faster companies
invoice customers, the faster they get paid,” says Schreter.
 
Adapting billing to meet your business needs is one of the best ways to ensure that you don’t find
yourself with a cash flow problem that halts your business. Billing on a schedule that’s not monthly is
becoming an increasingly popular choice.
 
Finance author Joe Taylor Jr. describes a trend called “agile development” that first started among
programmers. Using this approach, large projects are broken into smaller “sprints” that typically last
around two weeks.
 
“Many design firms and development shops have adopted a similar approach to billing, sending out
invoices or statements at least twice per month to reflect work completed instead of waiting to bill until
the end of the contract,” Taylor says.
 
Do you know about SBA loans?
 
Understanding everything that financial institutions can offer your business will help you find the best
tools for managing your cash flow. One great option is an SBA-backed revolving line of credit that has
favorable conditions and flexibility because it is backed by a second guarantee.
 
“Refinancing through an SBA loan can be a strategic way to lower your interest rate or to amortize
your debt to create a lower monthly payment, effectively generating a stronger cash flow,” says Parker.
 
Are you talking to the right people?
 
“Now is an ideal time to talk with your [financial representative] about how you manage your cash flow
and your debt structure. Remember that your [financial representative] should serve as a valuable
resource, providing customized information, solutions and strategies to help your business succeed,”
says Parker.
 
Your financial institution is your best resource in this process, so be sure that you are using it to its
fullest potential.
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Heritage Bank Events
Bank Shred Days

Heritage Bank Shred Days
Spanish Springs Branch
Friday, November 1, 2013 
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
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Composting 101
Turn kitchen scraps into garden gold

Composting is the process of setting aside plants and food scraps and allowing them to break down
into a dark, rich, soil-type substance. This organic material will naturally fertilize soil if placed in the
ground near growing plants. Compost adds much-needed moisture, organisms and nutrients to soil
and is nicknamed “black gold” by many gardeners.
Benefits of composting
The benefits of composting are numerous. The obvious benefit is the addition of nutrient-rich organic
material to your plants, resulting in healthy vegetation. Composting also helps reduce the amount of
trash you place in a landfill.
Instead of bagging yard waste,
you can place it in your compost
pile. Before throwing away fruit
and vegetable scraps like
banana and cucumber peels,
you can put them to good use
by composting them. In addition,
composting your own organic
materials can save considerable
expense. Commercial compost
can be costly, and producing
your own costs nothing and is
healthier for plants.
What to include
Any natural plant can be
included in a compost pile, like
grass clippings, leaves, flowers,
and vegetable and fruit scraps.
You can also add other food
items such as coffee grounds
and tea leaves. In addition to plants, some paper items can be incorporated. Shredded newspapers,
coffee filters and brown grocery bags all work well in compost.
What to exclude
While you may think all food items can go in your compost pile, there are many that cannot. Some
food products will naturally attract vermin, such as meat, dairy and processed food. Cooking oil, bread
and pasta may also attract unwanted visitors. Additionally, these processed items can cause your
compost to develop a very unpleasant odor.
Pesky weeds or diseased plants should also be avoided. While it’s possible the compost may get hot
enough to kill weed seedlings, there is always a chance the weeds will regerminate and spread.
Lastly, animal waste should be excluded from a compost pile. Even though bacteria may be killed
during cold weather, there is still a chance some bacteria will survive, possibly making you sick via the
vegetables you grow.
Getting started
Compost can be started in virtually any home environment. Small compost buckets and containers
are available for apartment dwellers who practice container gardening. Larger rotating compost
containers are available for people who have more living space. Families who live in rural settings
often just start a pile outside, which they constantly mix and add to their gardens.
Maintaining your compost







To maintain the compost, simply turn the mixture occasionally. When it begins to look like a rich dirt,
strain it through an old screen (or use as is) and apply around growing plants.
Composting your unwanted kitchen scraps can be a convenient way to save money, nurture your
plants and keep unnecessary waste out of landfills.
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How to Choose an E-Reader
Consider these features and options before you buy

While some people prefer the feel of a traditional book in their hands, e-readers are an increasingly
popular way to purchase, store and read everything from magazines to favorite novels and
cookbooks. If you're in the market for an e-reader, consider cost, size, readability, functionality and
services to find one that fits your needs and lifestyle.
Cost
Prices vary widely among e-readers and generally increase with the number of options available. The
smaller black-and-white versions
of the Amazon Kindle or Barnes
& Noble Nook start as low as
$69. The larger, color versions
can cost as much as $399. The
$79 Nook Simple Touch is one
example of an affordable
e-reader with basic but
desirable options such as long
battery life, crisp and readable
text, and the ability to download
library books. 
Size
Size is another feature that
varies among e-reader brands.
The appeal of smaller readers is
that they're lighter and easier to
carry around. Larger readers
may be bulkier but easier to
read, particularly for older
people. The smallest Kindle has
a six-inch display, while the largest (the Kindle Fire) features an 8.9-inch display. In addition, the
smallest Kindle weighs only six ounces.
Readability
The differences in screen quality impact price. Less expensive e-readers feature an “electronic ink
screen,” while the higher-end devices are designed with HD screens, much like modern TVs or tablet
computers. Before you buy, you may want to try reading a screen for a fixed amount of time before
making a decision. If you're the type who can get absorbed in a book for hours at a time, screen
readability should be high on your list of options.
Functionality
The touch screen has become standard on tablets and smart phones and is an available option on
some e-readers. It's a nice-to-have feature, but probably not necessary if all you're looking for is a
simple e-reader. Another functionality issue to consider is battery life, which may be important to you if
you use your device on a regular basis or like to keep the display as bright as possible.
Services
When shopping for an e-reader, think about how you're going to use it. Are you planning to download
books and magazines only, or do you also want to watch videos, surf the Internet and more? You'll
need to keep all of this in mind when shopping for a device and the service plan that goes with it. 
The e-reader is changing the way people enjoy books, magazines and other media content. Before
you buy, do your homework. Search the web for reviews and compare prices and features to find the







best device for you.
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Swimming for Exercise
Water makes for effective workouts

Swimming is a great way to cool off in the summer months, whether it’s in a lake, pool or pond. Yet it
can also be a fun way to turn this limited-impact sport into a fat-burning, muscle-toning workout. Here
are five exercise ideas (and five good reasons to put on your bathing suit this summer).
Focus on different strokes
This may seem like Swimming
101, but taking a casual,
20-minute swim while focusing
on your form has enormous
health benefits. Any stroke will
help improve your
cardiovascular activity and
muscle tone, but you should
alternate strokes for an overall
workout. For example, focus on
shoulder and upper body
strength with freestyle one day.
The next day, give your arms
and legs a workout with the
breast stroke or butterfly.
Splash around
Tap your inner child and get slap
happy with friends and family.
Stay in the shallow end so you
can splash with your arms for
sleeker shoulders, or engage your quadriceps and calves by using water resistance to “run” away
from your swimming companions. For deeper water, hold onto another person’s arms or tube to make
waves with your feet or water flippers to burn even more calories.
Kickboard washboard abs
Hang onto a kickboard and use sheer leg muscle to propel yourself through the water — and get
closer to six-pack abdominal muscles. You may even stand up and move the kickboard from side to
side to work your oblique muscles.
Change your pace
Try different workouts every time you take a dip. According to military.com, you can get equally
effective cardio workouts by swimming five, 50-meter sprint intervals one day and then a moderate
pace another, possibly combined with some out-of-water pushups for the less faint of heart.
Play water volleyball
Coordinate a friendly hour of this fun-filled game, which the average 150-pound person can use to
burn around 200 calories. Better yet, all that hitting will strengthen your upper body while the running,
diving and spiking will expand your lung capacity (and earn you bragging rights for the rest of the day).
Unlike exercising out of water, swimming offers a great alternative to use muscles you may not
normally engage. It also gives you a healthy alternative to stay fit when you are nursing an injury. Just
don’t let the zero-gravity resistance fool you and cause you to overdo it, because like all forms of
exercise, you could subject yourself to muscle strain or injuries.
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